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What pleased you about this study unit? Getting in contact with other schools, 
cultures, people. And Of course: learn more about new techniques, especialy 
3Dscaning, but also projections. 

Where did you feel you were successful, and who helped you with that? with 
the 3d Scannning i learnd about stuff i heard but never actualy seen before. it gave 
me a lot of new ideas. And i feal i learnd a lot about using them, and also making 
them. 
i learnd a lot by myself, and of course peter. but also from people that were not part 
of the project. 

What would you do differently? In hindsight, what would you change about 
your own actions? when i'm thinking about the project, there were a lot of times 
when we were waiting. most of the times because we didnt had enough information 
or something was just not organiced. 
if i knew it now, i "wouldnt trust" the others (even if people say i should not do it). i 
would also insist more on geting informations. 

Your contribution to the group – how did sharing competence work? Were you 
able to utilize the competence of the others? i think i could have used more of the 
others. but the longer we were together, the more i saw where we were difrent, with 
all the good and bad sides. 

Evaluate the study unit 

The study unit corresponded well with the goals and content it was supposed 
to have: 3 More or less

I achieved my personal goal for the study unit: 4 A bit...

This study unit really benefited me in my studies 5 Yes

The way in which this study unit was carried out supports my learning 3 More 
or less

The study unit helped me see my theatre studies in a new light 5 Yes

The study unit gave rise to concrete observations of issues, techniques, 
working methods that I would like to develop going forward. 5 Yes

Me as a student during this study unit: 

I have given constructive feedback to other students 4 A bit...

I have helped create a positive atmosphere in my group 4 A bit...



I have maintained an open attitude towards learning new things 3 More or less

I have begun to ponder the structure of my identity as an artist 5 Yes

I have begun to consider international exchange studies as an alternative 5 
Yes

I am planning to take part in another PLETA study unit. No

What was your most significant experience during this study unit? There were 
a lot..... but most of them were not part of the project, but in meeting and being with 
the people.
the first time we were at the supermarket. and we were standing in front of the 
nutella. and we were all loking at the price, and everybody had another experiance 
about this price. i thougt: jeah, about the same as in austria. but there were also 
some saying "OMG, its so cheep!!!!" and others " It's so expensiv! how will i survive 
in the next weeks!"
I learnd a lot about the EU in this moment... 

My greetings to the PLETA project organisers: pleat is an amacing idea. keep it 
up and runing! I know these long Projects are a problem for some schools. but i feel 
like there are also important. i feel like After 3 weeks you realy get to know the 
people you working with.


